
PMSC Committee June 2019 Round Up

1. Treasurer

Quick update in reference to the bank accounts, Main a/c £35,399 and Bar 
Account at last access was £35,663 with the savings £15,922. 

We are still awaiting confirmation and change over from the cooperative bank
to new Treasurer details, not a problem up to this point as access was still fine
using previous dongles and details but sadly Bar Account dongle has died so 
now have limited access which will hopefully be sorted soon.  In the 
meantime bills and payments will all have to be made from the Main Account.

Sadly I can’t join you on Thursday as my Mother in law is having a big op 
Wednesday and we are going to Bury St Edmunds to visit her in hospital on 
Thursday, which will be the first chance we get. 

2. Bar 

Bar activities for May in advance of our meeting next week:

 May was a great month at the bar, with takings exceeding £5,500!

 BBQ had a great start with over 300 Burgers and Hot Dogs sold already 

 The 'Black Bottle' was introduced and well received

 Due to our fantastic sales volumes of Mosaic IPA I managed to negotiate a 
FREE keg of Mosaic (52 pints) from Adnams.

 The bar had a great atmosphere for both the New Members evening and the 
Push The Boat Out event, thanks to all those who helped out. 

 Friday night continues to be run by volunteers in Jo's absence

 There has been an email exchange between Nick and Jane around working 
hours and duties required to be carried out whilst working.  Mark and Nick 
will work with Jane to help her to streamline her current processes especially 
around opening and closing the bar and provide training if required.  

General

Finally, I've undertaken some analysis of the bar takings over the past 18 
months and it appears the bar is currently doing extremely well and is likely 
to again deliver a surplus of cash.  I view this as a mixed blessing, great to 
see the bar busy, but I don't feel that delivering a significant surplus of funds 
to sit in the bank account is necessarily a good thing.  



I've spoken to the bar committee and there are two ideas which both have 
strong support: refurbishment of bar to include new tables, chairs and re-
flooring (removing the carpet and replacing with hard flooring) around the bar
area as far as the fixed seating to create more defined bar and lounge area 
and secondly a refurbishment of the veranda to optimise our fantastic 
vista . 

I have also received a list of smaller items which the bar committee feel 
would benefit our members, which include; a new sound/PA system, 
party/disco lights, new (matching) cutlery, Tablet (ipad type) fixed in bar area 
and snooker table refurbishment.

Sunday Lunches

I've  undertaken  some  analysis  of  the  Sunday  lunches  for  the  months  of
December,  January and February,  which I  thought would be of  interest  to
you.  During the three months we've sold a total of 164 'meals' (134 lunches
and 30 bacon sandwiches).  The sales  have bought  in  a total  revenue of
£596, the staff costs to produce these meals has cost us £520.  Therefore,
each meal costs the club £3.20 in labour cost alone.

3. Membership

Our current  membership  stands  at  354  (248  Household,  91 Single,  nine  Hon and  6  Out  of

Country). Fifteen prospective memberships (16 Household and three Single) were approved at

the last Committee meeting but, so far, I have seen only one Household record of payment on

Xero. (Note: I gave 30 June on the invoices as the due date for payment of new memberships).

However,  I  did  receive  the  following  text  from Sally  Gooding  as  a  result  of  her  invoice  No

1257(Can I just confirm that there is an error and that a further sum is not payable on 30/6? If it’s

not an error I’m a little confused!), which suggests that she has already paid but, again, I can't see

a record on Xero. 

Russell  Johnson,  whose  application  for  membership  was among those  approved  at  our  last

meeting, has decided not to join. (His loss).

One hundred and twenty four members' boats have been registered on the Membership List but

this needs updating.

4. Moorings/PMBMCIC



We have two moorings on offer to prospective new licence holders. 

Hopefully most of the existing licence holders will have paid this years fee
and once I receive an up to date list of payments I will chase any late payers.

ABP continue to search for a organisation to collect all mooring fees, if they
are successful the club will be relieved of this burden. 

Further to Julian's Barge Match report, the Barge Passage Rally will be on the
Saturday before the actual match and will be to a finishing using Orwell no. 
buoy

5. Property

Nothing significant to report concerning property. I am aware of outstanding
jobs which I will attend to when I have completed the essay marking at work
and it calms down for the summer. 

6. Barge Match

Despite my initial concerns that being four weeks later than our normal timeslot, due to tides etc, 
this year’s match looks to be the best attended for a number of years, Currently I am expecting 14
barges to be entered in the match, with 4 following.  As we give 8 tickets to each barge for the 
supper and normally sell an extra 40- 50 it looks likely that we could have around 180 people 
attend the reception. Having said that there is always the odd barge that falls by the wayside 
before they get here, but it certainly looks promising. 

Cambria will be here , I think for the first time ever in our Match, Ironsides and Lady Daphne will 
be back after changing hands a number of years ago. The only sad thing is that we only have one
entry for Class D the Half barge class we introduced three years ago. Cyril and I are working on 
the owner of Blackthorn who intends to follow only , to see if we can encourage him to match 
against Dinah.

Support Craft are all arranged, Gus is unable to be Signals boat , but Nigel Mower has stepped 
in, I am still awaiting confirmation from HHA of their support with a vessel, but do not anticipate an
issue, and we have MV Rutland being provided by Bill Rutland from Kent, plus Tam Grundy with 
Ben Michael.

Timetable wise the Briefing is at 19:30 on the Friday for Owners Skippers and Mate,  the last 
couple of years a number have taken advantage of the BBQ. They tend not to stay too long after 
the briefing, which should finish by 20:30.



The Reception open for business at 18:30, so I would expect that Crews etc. will start drifting in 
from about 18:00. It’s a science that I have not yet managed to work out, sometimes they all 
arrive at once other times are still arriving at 20:00, I suspect it has to do with the time the Match 
starts and Finishes, if it is late (17:00 the race is declared over) then they do not get a chance to 
eat on board, so I am afraid I cannot predict what will happen.

7. Sailing

I’ve  obtained a new battery for the Racing Hooter which means its now ok for
the foreseeable

I’ve constructed a secure box/chest to store the valuable Tempest Cup and 
others, as they don’t have a proper home at the moment. I’d like to store this 
in the bar cellar subject to Nick’s approval

We (PMSC) are hosting the 5th Haven Combined Clubs race on 6 July 11am 
start from the measured mile off Clamp House, finish Club Line. Any 
assistance gratefully received. As we are hosting it would be great if 
some PMSC boats entered. 

8. Social

Past events -

Monday 27th May - Bank Holiday Bike Ride & Bacon Butties, good turn out

Sunday 16th June - Father’s Day Lunch Beer Bar deal only - Nick

Saturday 29th June - 1st Sands BBQ – cancelled

Events to come 

Saturday 6th July - Summer Party Caribbean Style 6pm till late 

Only 11 people booked to date.

Caribbean cocktails from the beach bar, I have sorted with Nick -

Planters punch, Pina Colada, Mojito, Zombie 

We need an ice crusher?

I will produce the graphic’s for the tables etc.

£10 was the agreed price which was suggested to include a cocktail – 



perhaps a jug of one of them or other, to be poured out as the guest arrives, 
to be determined - Nick?

Hot Buffet – I have sorted with caterer Paul - For £7.50 pp Jerk Chicken, 
Caribbean-Style Sweet Potato, Bean & Pineapple Curry, Steamed Rice.

We may also have an extra dish of Authentic Jerk Chicken produced via a real
Jamaican who hopeful will be attending the doo, it will be hot!

I also plan to have chopped fruit i.e. Water Melon Pineapple etc. Di?

Activities – I will conduct Limbo dancing, how low can you go, Fishing for 
barracuda

We need a prize for each of the above winners, should it be a voucher for the 
bar? Salsa dance lesson.

Music - Reggae and Calypso + Salsa music - down load. Karaoke to end 
Reggae and Calypso songs ideally + Salsa music

Salsa band still to confirm – this Tuesday to do a 35-40 minute set at around 
7ish

Once I have heard back from the salsa band, I will promote/remind members 
via Facebook and PMSC e-update of the event to book no later than the 1st 
July (Paul to confirm date)

People to help with - down load of music and karaoke Lucie/Mark?

Clearing away plate and washing up?

I will set up/dress the club the Friday and Saturday prior to. Take down before 
12pm on the Sunday, help would be nice.

Note. In future I feel the Sub Social committee should be – Mark, Jill, Judy, Di 
& Nick.

Facebook - I have archived the PMSC Facebook page so now there is only 
one active i.e. PMSC Social page. It is turning out difficult to cancel them 
entirely, including Malcolm’s ‘Friends of PMSC’??

Romeo & Juliet at Jimmy’s Farm on Saturday, 17th August for matinee –
no formal bookings yet, although informal bookings = 8 (Jefferies x 4,
Di x 3 and me)! We need 20 to benefit from the 50% discount.

9. House



Nothing much to report other than Friday evening Barbies seem to be going 
well - despite not the best of weathers!!  Thank you to Mark F for stepping in 
whilst Peter and I have been away.

Very successful Lunch time at 'the Push the Boat out Day '  sold out of Barbie 
items!!

10. Newsletter/Social Media

Nothing to report.

11. Club Hire

Nothing to report.

12. Website

Nothing to report.


